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What we’ll cover
1. Saving searches
2. MARC Fixed-length data elements
3. Creating lists with RegEx



Saving searches





Yay! I don’t have to reselect that every time



Uh oh, it stops at the last record .b number we had when I saved the search 



b* means don’t stop until you run out of records



MARC fixed-length data elements 



MARC fixed-length data elements 















Same label, different LDR/008 combination

Fixed-length data elements (008) vary by material type format (Leader position 6, 
@45, “Rec Typ”)

https://csdirect.iii.com/sierrahelp/Default.php#sgil/sgil_lists_specify_criteria_spflds
_bib.html

Also, 006 and 007 (for accompanying materials and additional material 
characteristics) have many of the same data elements with same labels

https://csdirect.iii.com/sierrahelp/Default.php#sgil/sgil_lists_specify_criteria_spflds_bib.html
https://csdirect.iii.com/sierrahelp/Default.php#sgil/sgil_lists_specify_criteria_spflds_bib.html






Which FormItem?





JSON



Uses?
Assigning form/genre terms

@275-278 (Nature of contents -- language material) 

Find materials of certain formats not otherwise coded in Sierra

@274 (form of item for ‘language materials’ aka books)

Find other features not necessarily recorded elsewhere

LitForm, Ills, Indx ...



What is a Regular Expression?



What is a Regular Expression?
A regular expression (RegEx, regex, regexp, aka rational expression) is a 
sequence of characters that define a search pattern. (adapted from Wikipedia)

● DDMMYYYY
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What is a Regular Expression?
A regular expression (RegEx, regex, regexp, aka rational expression) is a 
sequence of characters that define a search pattern. (adapted from Wikipedia)

● DDMMYYYY
● XXX-XXX-XXXX
● oc, ocm, or ocn followed by digits



What is a Regular Expression?
A regular expression (RegEx, regex, regexp, aka rational expression) is a 
sequence of characters that define a search pattern. (adapted from Wikipedia)

● [0-3][0-9][0-1][0-9][0-9]{4}
● ([0-9]{3}-[0-9]{3}-[0-9]{4}
● oc[m-n]?[0-9]+



RegEx has multiple ‘flavors’
Different programming languages or engines use some different syntax and/or 
metacharacters

● Perl Compatible Regular Expressions (PCRE)
● Javascript
● Python
● Golang
● etc.



Literal character = stands for the actual character

Metacharacter = stands for a class of characters, or some kind of function



RegEx 101
Regular Expressions in Practice (webinar)

RegEx101.com (sandbox/reference site) 

https://uknowledge.uky.edu/libraries_present/157/
https://regex101.com/


A very incomplete RegEx primer for Sierra
^ starts with

$ end of a line

( ) set or group

[ ] valid characters (escaped)

[^z] not character z

. any character

[0-9] any numeral

[a-z] any letter

* any number of times (even 0)

+ one or more times

{x} x times

{x,y} from x to y times



For example
^this Starts with “this”

[0-9]{13} 13 digits

[0-9]{9}([0-9]|x) 9 digits, then a digit or an ‘x’

.{5} Any five characters

colou?r color OR colour

[0-9]{4}[a-z]{4] Any four digits any four letters

[.]$ Field ends with a period

.* Anything at all

10 digit ISBN

Could also use: colou{0,1}r

Usually nested inside/between other criteria



RegEx can be greedy or lazy



Suppose we want to find words ending with “s”

Badgers badger racoons (.*s$)



Badgers badger racoons

(.*s$)

Greedy RegEx sees the 
whole line as one match



Badgers badger racoons

(.*s$)

UnGreedy (or Lazy) RegEx 
sees two matches -- the first 
word and the rest of the line



Badgers badger racoons

([a-z]*s$)

Workaround: Specifying 
letters ([a-z]) rather than 
anything (*)



Take a quiz?
Goto Kahoot.it

Enter the code that comes up on the screen

https://play.kahoot.it/#/?quizId=3673572d-903e-4618-b2da-8d6a606a86b3

https://play.kahoot.it/#/?quizId=3673572d-903e-4618-b2da-8d6a606a86b3


What does the variable-length field “look” like in 
Sierra?

Searching by field group tag (a,b, c, etc.)

24510|aSome title /|cby Some One

Searching by MARC tag (!...)

24510Some title /|cby Some One

So… we can look for MARC tags and indicators as well the contents of the field



Entering a RegEx in Create lists
● Condition: “Matches” (R)
● No need to precede expression with / or ~
● Can search a field group or a MARC tag
● Searches ENTIRE field 



Problem 1: Tag mismatches
Error in processing electronic resources led to MARC tag 740 being added as a 
“call number” field group tag.

How can we find all instances if we’re not sure that there is something in common 
in the field? How can we check for other similar problems (for example, 
hand-keyed fields with field group/MARC tag mismatch? 





Solution
Search for “c” field group tag with unexpected MARC tags

c “matches” …













Bonus: 

Find Non-MARC fields

Starts with [a-z], or numbers other than expected MARC tags



Problem 2: Searching for a special character

{   

“Curly brackets” are not indexed and 
do not show up in browses, but can 
occur in the catalog when there are 
problems with the encoding of special 
characters, nonroman fonts, etc.

We’d like to be able find occurences 
of { or } in headings since they are 
most often an artifact of encoding 
problems.





Diacritic



Special characters



Workaround: enclose in square brackets 



Questions? Ideas?

mmonaco@uakron.edu



Resources
MARC Fixed fields in Sierra: CSDirect documentation  

Regex101.com

Kathryn Lybarger’s Regular Expressions in Practice 

Richard Jackson’s RegEx in Millenium & Sierra handout

RegEx-based game 

https://csdirect.iii.com/sierrahelp/Default.php#sgil/sgil_lists_specify_criteria_spflds_bib.html
https://regex101.com/
https://uknowledge.uky.edu/libraries_present/157/
https://wiliug.files.wordpress.com/2015/02/matches-handout-2015.pdf
https://mekagem.itch.io/regxkcd

